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Service to their peers; Service to patients and/or families:  "The word doctor is derived from the latin
word "docere" meaning to teach. In my decade at Mount Sinai, I have met few who embody this title
more than Dr. Vinayak. Whether it's teaching his peers or helping his patients understand their heart
disease, he is truly a gifted educator. His passion for his craft and the ease at which he is able to
transform even the most advanced procedures in to small teachable bites is what makes learning
from him a joy. There is always a moment for teaching with Dr. Vinayak. I was working with Manish in
the cath lab, and we had just completed a diagnostic cath for a patient who was supposed to be going
for valve surgery. The patient told me the following day on post-op rounds that he knew he would
need surgery for years, but had always been so scared and anxious. Prior to meeting Manish, he was
not sure if he could go through with the surgery, but now he found "strength and comfort in Dr.
Vinayak's kind words " during his cardiac cath.”

Service to patients and/or families:  “Dr. Capi possesses a remarkable ability to put patients at ease,
even in high acuity situations, thanks to her calm and composed bedside manner coupled with her
outstanding clinical acumen. She treats each individual with the utmost dignity and empathy, ensuring
they feel heard, understood, and cared for throughout their journey. Ana goes above and beyond in
her role by prioritizing the education and growth of junior residents and medical students on the team.
She actively seeks out opportunities to mentor and teach, fostering a collaborative learning
environment where everyone feels supported and encouraged to excel.“On a personal level, I have
benefitted from Ana's care for members of the team immensely. I had a difficult night with a poor
outcome, and she helped me focus my learning to improve skills and approaches in the future. She is
able to recognize areas where I need to improve and has taught me so much about how to be an
effective laborist and patient advocate.“
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